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How agencies and brands influence
consumer decision making
through the messy middle
From conversations with 10 major agencies and brands

Consumers no longer fit into the traditional, linear funnel. Rather, they navigate their

way through an ever more complex, digital ecosystem from awareness to purchase.
Learn how your agency and brand peers are working with influencers throughout
the consumer journey, integrating them across multiple channels as they guide
consumers through increasingly convoluted paths to purchase.

Importantly, understand how you can leverage the power of influencers for improved
campaign efficiency, effectiveness and return across all of your marketing efforts.
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Executive Summary
During our in-depth conversations with brands and agencies, some very clear trends within the influencer
marketing sector emerged. Here are the highlights:

“

Neil Young, First Light

1

“

Across social media, as advertising has increased
in volume, we’ve seen a decline in trust.

“

Trust is a major focus for agencies and brands.
Nearly every conversation we had featured
discussion of trust, with some agencies and brands
devoting an in-depth focus to how influencers can
generate brand trust above and beyond other
channels.

We find it really difficult when an agency sells us
the world and we all know that the outcome
isn’t possible.

“

Tori Bell, Auto Trader

2

Brands look to agencies to provide influencer expertise,
rather than going to agencies with preconceived
notions of what influencers can do for them. Agencies
that push back against brand preconceptions and
dedicate time to brand onboarding efforts seem to
generate favour with brands.
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“

Joe Metcalfe, IMA HOME

3

“

As digital customer journeys change, agencies are
changing how they see, measure and structure those
journeys. When we asked about a traditional marketing
funnel almost every agency said that they don’t see
things in terms of a marketing funnel any more.

“

“

We detail the customer’s journey to purchase, which allows
us to gain a better understanding of their pain points.

Selecting and managing influencers…
I would describe as a form of drag on an agency.
Neil Young, First Light

5

“

Scaling influencer marketing is still one of the sector’s
biggest challenges. There are mixed and sometimes
intensely individual approaches to building scale,
speed and process. Long-term relationships with
trusted influencers, who often work on repeat
campaigns for multiple customers, are highly sought
after and valued.

Two years ago a PR company never would have said
‘here are all these paid placements and here’s our
influencer package.

“

Michelle Laven, Bioself

4

5.

Agencies are seeing increasing cumulative value from
influencers integrating their efforts with other channels,
across the full marketing mix. This approach also
democratises usage of influencers within agencies,
rather than one department ‘owning’ influencer
marketing efforts.
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“

“

We don’t necessarily struggle with finding influencers in
a particular sector, but it is a challenge to find the right
influencers at times.

“

Ed Brittain, MSL

Joe Metcalfe, IMA HOME

6

The fundamental challenge still remains and can be
boiled down to three groups; choosing which type of
influencer to work with, choosing how to deploy the
influencer and making sure the influencer generates
impact. When these three things are done successfully,
agencies generate incredible results.

The best content is where the brand invites the creator
to fulfil an opportunity on a creative platform.

7

“

Most agencies have embraced multiple roles for
influencers. Some referred to influencers primarily
as ‘creatives’ in our discussions. The vast majority of
agencies want a relationship with influencers where
the influencer has almost complete creative licence
over what they produce.
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Introduction
It’s 2022 and it’s clear to see that influencer marketing
is here to stay. But what happens next?

How will digital adapt to this change and what role
does influencer marketing play?

Our sector used to be called ‘the wild west of digital
marketing’. It was the disruptive, new kid on the block.
If those were the sector’s troubled teenage years, what
does it become in maturity?

We decided to ask the experts.

Of course, no digital marketing channel is an island.
The answer to where influencer marketing goes is
rooted in where digital marketing as a whole goes.
When we started the journey to writing this paper at the
beginning of 2021 (yes it has taken that long), we came
across the idea of the messy middle. The more we
talked to agencies and sector stakeholders the more
this seemed to be the key to everything; to the sector
and to what will be mulled over in agency buildings up
and down the country in 2022 and beyond.
Digital marketing’s ultimate job is to help people on a
journey from awareness to purchase. But that journey
is now more and more complicated; and more and
more online.

In putting together this paper we’ve spoken to some of
the leading influencer agencies, marketing agencies
and ad agencies about how they’re approaching the
modern digital purchasing process. We’ve also spoken
to brands about their experience with agencies and
influencer marketing.
The result - we hope - is a paper full of expert insight
from your peers, colleagues and clients on how your
influencer marketing can take the next step.
I’m always keen for transparent, open forum discussion
so please do let us know what you think, we would
welcome discussing all of this and more with you soon.
Alec Harden-Henry
Managing Director, Influence Network
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The digital marketing landscape
Social media marketing as a whole has grown because
of trust. But, in 2021, how that trust is built and cultivated
has changed.
Social media remains one of the most successful
channels for achieving digital reach and conversion,
but the trust that social media as a channel generates
has diminished. Savvy audiences are increasingly
responding with scepticism to a high volume of
marketing messages, which in turn impacts the
effectiveness of those messages.
Only 14% of consumers believe the information they
read on social media is trustworthy1. In fact, only one in
ten Brits trusts social media advertising at all.
At the same time, the journey from awareness to
purchase for consumers has changed. Linear online
purchase journeys no longer exist. Consumers are
extremely sensitive to authenticity and spend longer
than ever researching where and how to spend their
income.

1
2

8.

3

Kantar Dimension 2020
The Drum in partnership with BEN Group
The Influencer Report, Morning Consult

This all leads to a landscape where trust is the highest
currency of all. And in that landscape, as a result of
trust, digital marketing can offer reassurance from
everywhere and conversion from anywhere.
In this environment, influencer marketing has thrived.
The sector is expected to be worth $15bn by the end
of 2021, up from $9.7bn in 2020, a 55% increase in a
single year2. Almost 75% of Gen Z and millennials follow
influencers on social media. 50% of that audience say
that they trust influencers to give good advice about
the brands and products they are promoting3.
The trust landscape has shifted in favour of influencers.
And in that landscape, influencers are having ever
increasing impact as agencies and brands guide
consumers out of, what Google describes as, ‘the
messy middle’.
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The messy middle: how brands establish trust and
how people decide to buy
To understand modern influencer deployments and
how to optimise them, agencies are increasing the
amount of work they do when it comes to understanding
modern buyer journeys.
In recent months we’ve increasingly been talking with
agencies about Google’s ‘messy middle’ research.
The messy middle describes the state a consumer
enters after exposure to a brand, service or product
at which point, Google considers consumers to enter
what can turn out to be an infinite loop of evaluation
and exploration.
The idea is to
illustrate that modern
digital purchasing
decisionsare far from
straightforward, let
alone linear. Instead,
this messy middle sees
the consumer searching
for enough information
and reassurance to tip
them over into making a purchase.
9.

If they never receive enough information or
reassurance, then as far as your product or service
goes, consumers could stay in the messy middle
for an indefinite amount of time; or worse, they may
receive enough information and reassurance from
your competitor first...

“

Everything we do as an agency centers around customer
journeys. Our focus is 100% on the customer – we detail
their journey to purchase, which allows us to gain a better
understanding of their pain points. From here, we can then define
the role of each channel accordingly. We create a lot of content
for a client who sells mortgages. For this client, we determine
where (in this case) social media and influencers can have
the greatest impact in the customer journey, along with the
messaging our campaigns and content must deliver.
Whilst it’s true that social media and influencers can play key
parts throughout most stages in a journey, clients simply don’t
have the budget, so this approach allows us to operate much
smarter – it’s about picking your battles at those key stages.

Joe Metcalfe, IMA HOME

“
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We experience this as consumers daily. We might
see an advertisement on TV which makes us aware
of a new cleaning product. We’ve entered the messy
middle and the information and reassurance that we
receive about the product from this point forward will
contribute to our exploration and evaluation of the
same.

Z and Millennials say they trust influencers to give good
advice on the brands and products they promote.

Encouraging consumers out of the messy middle is less
about overt ‘selling’ and more about applying sound
behavioural science techniques to digital marketing
approaches. In short: do consumers trust what they
see from a brand enough to make a purchase? How
can trust be most effectively built?

A Statista Global Consumer Survey in 2017 found that
brands and media buyers spent $54.4bn on social
media advertising worldwide. By the end of 2021 that
figure will be $105bn or 94% growth in just 4 years.

This is often where influencer marketing deployments
come into their own.
Through the behavioural science principles Google
applied to its messy middle theory, we know some of the
factors that have the most influence over consumers.
We know that consumers react to trusted 3rd party
sources, to perceived trusted opinions, to social proof
and to those in a position of authority on a subject,
service or product.

10.

Influencers can provide all of these things and the
net result is that influencers can assist consumers in
finding enough trusted information to feel reassured
when making a purchase. More than 50% of Generation

Agencies see this advanced approach to deployment
as pairing perfectly with a traditional conversion model,
especially given the last 12 months of data on digital
and social advertising.

Social Media has always been touted as the opportunity
to directly engage with audiences and yet today, only
one in ten Brits trusts social media advertising at all.
Social media promised direct connections to
audiences. As a channel though, social has lost trust.
An increasing number of brands simply spend money
to pester people into taking action rather than being
present to give the right information and build enough
trust with the audience, so that they can make their
purchasing decisions.
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Deploying influencers at the consideration
stage instead can provide trusted opinions
that lead to a purchase. But there remains
a need to generate awareness, otherwise
the volume of consumers entering the
‘messy middle’ might not be significant
enough to support a meaningful outcome
in terms of sales volume.
As online buyer journeys continue to
change, leveraging structures such as
Google’s messy middle thinking with agency
expertise in client-tailored buyer journey
mapping, alongside advanced behavioural
science know-how has lead to more tailored
influencer marketing deployments.

“

Consumers are spending much more time on social and the impact of social
on the purchasing journey is much greater. There’s a growing percentage of
people who say they’re increasingly discovering a new brand or product on
social media. If you look at older audiences the most impactful channels might
be search and TV; if you go younger it’s search and social. Social plays a much
greater role whichever way you look at it and if social has a greater role then so
do influencers. This makes brand and product discovery through influencers
particularly important. We place so much importance on trust and we follow
influencers because we trust them and if we trust them we’re more likely to
purchase what they’re using or what they say is good.

“

Monica Tailor, SVP, Global Director at McCann LIVE

And the result has been significant
improvements in performance when
looking to give information and
reassurance.
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How agencies choose which influencers to work with
There is a complex series of decisions within most agencies when it comes to
selecting influencers to work with.

For the most part, these decisions are governed by two broad considerations.

1

		
		

2

		

How are we using influencers in any given campaign or for any given client?
Where are influencers going to be deployed in our customer’s journey?

What type of influencer will be most effective per deployment, bearing in mind
the answer to the above?

Influencer tiers
A series of ‘influencer tiers’ has been fairly consistently adopted across the sector, with
some minor variations in definitions between agencies and clients.
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Influencer tiers

Super.

1m+ followers

13.

Macro.

Mid.

Micro.

Nano.

250k - 1m followers

25k - 100k followers

Super influencers are
celebrities in their own right
(or, you know, just traditional
celebrities). They are likely to
be visible in popular culture
outside of their social media
accounts, which are simply
an extension of their personal
brand. The truth of the
matter is, if you are working
with this level of influencer,
then you are likely to be in
a relationship that exists
only partially in the world of
‘influencer marketing’. You
have probably developed
a more traditional ‘brand
advocate’, endorsement or
sponsorship relationship with
the celebrity in question, part
of which is leveraging social
media profiles, which are
likely to be significant.

A mature approach to
sponsorship opportunities
and increasing profile in
popular culture outside of
their sphere of immediate
influence. Macro influencers
are used to working with
brands and may well have
established a smooth
process for working with you
and taking your message
to their followers. They are
likely to be starting to exert
influence outside of their
immediate sphere and may
well be receiving attention
in appropriate mainstream
media. If BBC Breakfast were
running a segment on how
best to perfect your beauty
routine they may well turn to
this tier of influencer to look
for a guest.

A mixture of micro influencer
and macro influencer
traits, depending on the
individual influencer and
their system of working with
brands. Mid-tier influencers
are best described as, ‘they
do what they say on the
tin’. They are somewhere
between the qualities of a
micro influencer (driving
purchase decisions through
an extremely connected set
of followers) and those of
a macro influencer (large
amplified reach).

Extremely high engagement
levels and increasing levels
of experience in sponsored
content. Micro influencers
have a size of audience that
is large enough to interact
with the influencer on a
consistent basis, generating
reach, but small enough
that the influencer can still
have genuine one-to-one
interaction with their followers.
What this tends to mean
is that micro influencers
are hyper-connected to
their audience, interacting
authentically with those who
follow them.

Relatively new as an
influencer. Niche topic.
Fast-growing follower count.
Nano influencers can be
summarised as the new kids
on the block. They’re likely to
have relatively new social
media accounts, hence
the lower follower volumes
when compared to the other
influencer tiers. They could
be an influencer on a very
niche topic, or just getting
started in a bigger influencer
pool.

@lisafiitt

@carlcunard

@mistercarrington

@ecowithnico

@alicelisam

2.7m

700k

33.7k

3k - 25k followers

17.7k

1k - 3k followers

1.9k

“

We see an influencer partnership as a form of love relationship.
We start by matchmaking influencers by understanding who the
brand would truly be compatible with, going beyond the basic
qualifications like following and engagement rate towards deeper
psychometrics like core values and emotional vulnerability.
We then nurture this relationship, crafting our outreach and
briefs like love notes to inspire the most authentic (and therefore
effective) content. This kind of care may seem too high touch to
scale, which is why we’ve built technology which rates influencers
like a behavioural psychologist would, allowing us to filter for
influencers who match the psychometric profile of the brand.
We then carry these psychological insights into how we engage
with those we select.

“

Ian Randolph, Tailify

When influencer marketing first became popularised as
a channel, choosing which influencers to partner with
didn’t seem too difficult - find someone who matches
the brand values and that was about it in terms of due
diligence.

However that process has become ever more
complicated and so as expected, agencies have
generally adopted processes, structures or technologies
which streamline influencer selection.
But the demands on those processes have continued
to increase.
Initially a process may have been designed to find a
number of influencers with a certain percentage of
genuine followers.
Now though, given what we know about deploying
influencers with a variety of purposes and with
behavioural science in mind, the factors that go into
influencer selection are likely to be much more varied
and resource intensive.
For example, choosing influencers for a creative
purpose or for their expertise in a specific area, will likely
require an entirely different methodology to choosing
influencers who are a good match due to the sheer
reach of their combined accounts.
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“

Selecting and managing influencers is a pretty challenging job.
You’re briefing, doing contracts, working with clients to approve
content, understanding the impact of that content; there’s a lot of
leg work there. It can be delegated to somebody junior but even
then it works as what I would describe as a form of drag on an
agency, when there’s this high level of manual process. One of
the things I look for in a platform is the ability to handle all of this
in one place, efficiently, transparently and in a way which allows
clients to plug into it in a really seamless kind of way.

Neil Young, First Light

“

There is still evidence within the market though that
influencer selection, particularly for relatively new
entrants, tends to take place within the Super Influencer
tier.
Super influencers offer large reach from a single source.
But as an influencer’s audience grows we know that
targeted reach, engagement, authenticity, relatability
and, perhaps most importantly, cost-effectiveness, all
decrease.
This is still creating a problem for brands and agencies
who choose super influencers by default in the hope
that they have large enough followings to impact
modern buyer journeys.

Just 10% of consumers claim that an influencer’s large
following carries more significance than genuine
authenticity of their message.
Brands operating a sound influencer selection process
tend to focus at lower levels of the influencer tier
structure, partnering with more influencers to achieve
larger combined reach numbers, whilst benefiting from
higher metrics in the other measurement categories.

“

I’ve been recommended more than one influencer from more
than one agency where the price point of the product falls
completely outside of the influencer’s demographic.
Sometimes we’ll go back and say ‘this isn’t going to work’
from a marketing perspective. The paid ads guy on Facebook
and Instagram would never target this person, so why would
we break our ecosystem and use this person as an influencer?
All of the influencer marketing we do needs to be joined up
with the rest of the marketing team.

Michelle Laven, Bioself

“
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The confluence of social media advertising, audience
and influencer selection is a good example of how the
process of choosing the right influencer is becoming
more scientific and considered.
Influencers have historically been deployed mainly for
awareness. Social media advertising has certainly been
deployed for the same, but also features dedicated
conversion-focused campaigns.

“

We don’t necessarily struggle with finding influencers in a
particular sector, but it is a challenge to find the right influencers
at times. Most brands use influencers organically.
We’ve always given influencers a media budget so that their
content has a far bigger impact. For a small additional fee, you
can significantly improve performance, so it’s a no-brainer for us.
Influencers have historically sat in a PR-style remit, but I think
they’ll move into a more paid media area over the next few years,
particularly with the constant decline of organic reach.

Joe Metcalfe, IMA HOME

“

The two channels though are similar and brands and
agencies are looking to the strengths of each when it
comes to understanding how influencer deployments
can evolve and become more effective in the messy
middle.
The process of selecting influencers has matured for
many agencies who deploy sound structures and/
or technology, but the adoption of influencers across
more varied remits and the need to consider advanced
buyer journeys will complicate things further.
Despite things having improved vastly since the
early days of influencer marketing, achieving robust
influencer selection that is efficient, effective and
scalable as well as communicating this to brands
remains a priority for many agencies.
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The advantages for agencies in broadening, adapting and
integrating influencer deployments

“

We’ve worked with a few agencies, really just testing the water.
We worked with Influence Network and a couple of PR companies
who include influencer outreach as part of the package.
Two years ago a PR company never would have said ‘here are all
these paid placements and here’s our influencer package’.
This is handy if we can have everything with one agency and only
onboard them to our proposition and product - it’s a good valueadd function.

“

Michelle Laven, Bioself

The most obvious advantage for agencies of developing
broader influencer campaigns that address the messy
middle in different ways is that doing so creates more
opportunities for success for the brand and therefore
revenue generation for the agency.
Brands are still predominantly looking for agencies to
lead in the influencer deployment process, rather than
going to agencies with predefined ideas of what needs
to happen. Agencies with a full grasp of how to handle
multiple types of influencer deployment in a way that
shows they understand how influencer marketing can

integrate seamlessly with other marketing channels are
likely to find greater success in new business pitches.
After all, the more information and reassurance those
agencies can provide to their clients and prospects,
the more likely they are to be able to help them exit the
messy middle and make a purchasing decision.

“

Another important metric that plays a part within the funnel is
trust. It’s interesting looking across social media; as advertising
has increased in volume we’ve seen a decline in trust. But
influencers are powerful players in the trust economy. They can
provide context and reassurance for consumers navigating a
noisy space with lots of different types of information that can be
difficult to verify independently.
Another overlooked part of the funnel where influencers can have
a big impact is loyalty. Most brands aren’t looking to create just a
one-off conversion; they want to build a relationship. Brands that
can engage influencers over time, in an authentic way, tend to
benefit from increased brand loyalty.

Neil Young, First Light

“
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As influencer usage broadens the impact is also
increasing... and not just on influencer marketing as a
discrete channel. Influencers who have a significant
impact on the messy middle - providing consumers
with the reassurance they need to purchase - may also
impact the success of social advertising, for example,
or display advertising, or in store promotion.
Agencies who have adopted a full-funnel approach
to deploying influencers and integrated them with all
other channels have discussed that they are better
prepared for this shifting landscape and better able
to react to changing campaign results or customer
preferences.

“

As brands self-educate and pass through the
experimentation phase there is a clear desire that their
agency can not only show them what the next big
thing will be but how it will integrate into and support
the brand’s wider marketing strategy.
Most experienced brands will, by now, be used to using
influencers at the awareness stage, in order to brand
build.
Agencies that work in deploying influencers across
campaign objectives, particularly to drive action
through the messy middle, can show brands that their
expertise stretches further than ‘just’ relatively standard
influencer deployments and brings unexpected ‘value
add’ across the marketing mix.

What we like to hear really is a bit of pushback; a bit of a reality
check. We find it really difficult when an agency sells us the world
and we all know that the outcome isn’t possible.
Or if everything we say the answer from them is ‘brilliant!’ It can’t
be that brilliant, otherwise why are you here? We like people to
come back and question things and add things into the mix.

Tori Bell, Auto Trader

“
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The challenges of scaling creative and effective influencer
marketing programs and how to overcome them

“

2020 was a defining year for social commerce with the
acceleration of shoppable functionalities on key platforms
including Facebook, Instagram and TikTok. What we are seeing
now is a convergence of social commerce and influencer
marketing with brands experimenting with shoppable influencer
content and influencer hosted shoppable live streams.
Influencers have historically been key to brand discovery and
social commerce will make the route to purchase even easier
further optimising ROI potential from our influencer campaigns.

Stephen Farrell, Ketchum

“

Given that the deployment of influencers is changing,
the challenges of influencer deployments are not only
changing but also increasing.
In our conversations with agencies these tended to
break down into three distinct areas, each relatively
easy to identify;

1. Influencer discovery and selection
The growth of influencer marketing, combined with the
increased variety of influencer deployments, means
that influencer discovery is an increasing challenge,
rather than something that is getting easier for
agencies.

“

Practically speaking, we’ve worked with influencers for a while
and built up relationships with influencers we’ve worked with in
the past. We work with people we trust on an individual basis and
having seen the great content they’ve created in the past. We
know we can have open conversations with them to make sure
it’s the right fit for them and the brand. We’ll then supplement
this by using third party relationships with platforms to find new
influencers.

“

Shaun Dickson, iProspect
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Deploying micro influencers, for example, means that
the volume of discovery needed can be incredibly high
for certain campaigns, leading agencies to take on
huge amounts of manual workload in order to discover
the requisite volumes of appropriate influencers.
Once discovered and deemed to be ‘on brand’, there
is then still additional work required to establish how
engaged each influencer’s audience is what the quality
of the engagement is, and whether there is a risk from
any level of fake following.

2. Influencer campaign management
Risk management also continues as a feature of
campaign management, once campaigns are live and
especially when influencers are unfamiliar to an agency
or used in volume. As influencer usage increases and
diversifies, the conversation surrounding influencerassociated risk and how to mitigate it has changed,
but not diminished.
Brands, mindful that everything is on the line, still press
agencies on their approach to managing risk which
means that, in turn, agencies add significant process
to those risk controls.
Risk concerns can be overcome but new ways of
deploying influencers uncovers new risks, which can
start the process again.
20.

“

For Auto Trader, the brand is everything; it holds so much value
for us. There was naturally some concern with working with
influencers, as there would be for any brand; concern around
how working with influencers who had a bad reputation could
have a negative reputational impact on the brand, for example.
The only way we’ve been able to get around that is by having
quite stringent vetting processes. This created a level of comfort
internally.

“

Tori Bell, Auto Trader

As well as managing risk it is clear that volume also
remains a problem for agencies to overcome. Finding a
vast amount of micro influencers can seem easy when
compared with providing briefs and reviewing content
from every single one of them in a robust, efficient,
timely and auditable way.

3. Influencer campaign reporting
Different types of campaign and interactions within
the messy middle are measured by different metrics.
Awareness can be measured by reach, trust can be
measured by engagement, quality of engagement or
even signals of intent.
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The wider application of influencers can create an
issue with measurement. Super influencers provide
reach and can be measured as such, but if they are
deployed at the wrong stage or in the wrong way, the
end metrics may indicate an ROI issue.
Having successfully found, engaged, briefed, reviewed
and approved influencer content agencies need
to report on a multitude of factors that are both
campaign-specific and brand relevant.
For instance, following a recent campaign, a brand we
talked to reported industry average returns on the key
metrics typically analysed within influencer marketing
(Number of content pieces, combined reach, likes,
comments, clicks etc.), but a huge increase in organic
searches for the brand’s name and as such a massive
spike in traffic from search. Would such a figure typically
be covered and attributed to influencer marketing in a
standard campaign report?
Linking all of this to the wider business objectives
requires seamless integration between agency and
brand but surprisingly, this is still the exception rather
than the norm as brands keep agencies at arms length.

“

We don’t just use influencers because of reach or engagement;
we use them as content creators too. It’s far easier to source
a great influencer who’s brilliant at video than sourcing a
videographer. It’s the same thing with social content.
Some of our brands have very sophisticated content styles, but
influencers can match this and do it quicker, which is perfect for
social. Influencers aren’t just about the numbers; they have a
much greater added value role to play.
If we need ‘off the beaten track’ content in Cornwall, we could
Google it or hire someone to go and find it, but a local influencer
is going to find and produce much better content than we ever
could, which in turn is going to make that campaign - and
hopefully the ROI - better.

“

Joe Metcalfe, IMA HOME

“

The other side is the data and media modelling. Things
like tracking the impact and pixel tracking. There is more
opportunity around ROI as new models emerge and the
influencer model becomes more fragmented. Agencies and
brands are going to want the same metrics that you have
around paid media.

“

Ed Brittain, MSL
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If an influencer is hired primarily to create content
for a campaign, which may be used as traditional
artwork would be, then do normal influencer marketing
reporting and usage structures apply?
In this ‘value-add’ role, influencers may bring value
from the very top to the very bottom of a traditional
funnel, without ever visibly being involved in the
distribution of content on the campaign.

Working with influencers as freelance artworkers - or
as we called them ‘remote content creators’ - was an
aspect of the influencer marketing ecosystem that
was repeatedly mentioned during our conversations
throughout 2020 and 2021. As clients tried to keep up
with content production during repeated lockdowns,
influencers proved to be vital and reliable collaborators.

“

We always guide clients on the best practices in order to work
with vetted influencers. This ensures that they don’t have fake
followers, have good engagement and are trusted, authentic
and reliable. I always also urge brands to check the BCMA Best
practice guidelines.
I co-wrote these for brands and influencers alike in order to avoid
any doubts in their mind, ensuring that if they follow the advice
and guidelines offered to them by reputable associations, then
they should have fewer issues and a better understanding of the
industry.
We also have a great team that manages and handles all the
Influencer activity from the start to the finish of the campaign
and they are across all the rules and standards that are set by the
ASA and CAP in order to ensure that the Influencers are adhering
to these rules too.

“

Sylvia Enotiades, Wildfire Social
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What can agencies do right now?
Many agencies we talked to suggested or shared
actionable tips that they themselves have put into
practice over the last 12-24 months. For agencies on
a journey to improved influencer marketing, these
form useful considerations to implement as part of an
existing campaign workflow. Each agency has their
own approach so you can just consider these to be
useful nuggets of information or practices that you
can integrate into your strategies, plans and delivery.

Preparation
•

•

When defining your strategy, plan and process,
think about how you can build it into an efficient
and effective program - you may be starting
the journey with manual processes but you will
quickly need to be able to achieve scale. How
will you find efficiencies at each point in the
workflow without compromising on effectiveness?
Think about how you want to deploy the influencer
from a traditional funnel and or ‘messy middle’
perspective - how does that impact your selection
criteria.

•

Have you challenged your clients’ thinking on the
campaign as a whole? Are there areas of push back
that will help your client and not only the campaign
objectives, but the wider business objectives?

•

Be confident in pushing back if a brand strategy
or plan seems unattainable or misguided. More
and more agencies we spoke to are turning away
influencer work if they’re not confident on the
results, or influencers do not retain creative control.

•

Think about your customer journey and map
out what channels you can engage them on,
what the desired outcome would be and how it
contributes to the wider campaign objectives.

•

Look at how you can measure cross channel
activity such as influencer content contributing
to increases in search or paid social conversions.

•

Identify the major challenges in your customer
journey right now and how influencers can help
overcome them?
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•

Think about what point you want to include
influencers in your strategy, do you want them
involved in the strategic and creative process

•

How do you want to work with your influencers?
Short bursts of activity or as part of longer term
collaborations.

•

How are you going to give enough information and
reassurance to tip your prospects over into making
a buying decision? Is this the role of influencers in
your marketing strategy? And if yes, how are you
going to measure the effectiveness of your activity?

Discovery
•

Develop a robust, scalable vetting procedure, what
are the important traits for the brand, the campaign
and your audience and make sure everyone knows
what they are looking for objectively when shortlisting
influencers

•

Long-term influencer agreements, or at least
relationships, are becoming the norm. Identify
your best performing influencers on your current
campaigns and consider how to partner with them
for long term mutual benefit outside of a simple
monetary transaction.

•

Consider whether you need different processes for
different types of influencer discovery. For example;
if you are using influencers to produce creative
content to be used elsewhere, does this change
your discovery process?

Management
•

Super influencers are easy to manage but produce
lower metrics across most measurable KPIs. If you
were to switch to using more influencers from lower
tiers, how would your influencer management
processes cope? You would need a robust,
auditable way to communicate with influencers.
The process would need to grant creative freedom
but equally ensure that the right checks and
balances can be in place before content goes
live. This includes ensuring that no one is in any
doubt about what the brief, deliverables and
timelines are. Consider rewriting your processes
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•

Are your influencer deployments linked to wider
campaigns or projects? Many influencer marketing
efforts we saw now contribute to a wider customer
journey project, rather than operating in a vacuum.

•

Which department and which roles carry out the
management of influencers? Are those roles and
departments suited to the task or do you really need
to look at overall agency structure and how it could
work given influencers impact so many different
areas?

Reporting
•

Do you report influencer marketing as a discrete
channel? Or feature it as an integrated part of a
wider marketing report? The trend we have seen
is that, increasingly, agencies that do the latter
are more successful on several fronts. Influencer
marketing increasingly impacts other metrics (such
as organic search volume). Do your influencer
marketing reports reflect the impact of influencer
marketing in other areas?

•

Defining the influencer campaign KPIs as part
of the wider campaign KPIs and the even wider
business objectives and being able to track and
report, regularly and in real time is becoming an
expectation for brands.

•

Trust is a major factor in the modern digital economy.
Consider how you can measure and report the
impact of your influencer campaigns on audience
sentiment.
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Data Driven Influencer Marketing at Scale
A bit about us…
Whilst our niche is influencer marketing, at our core, we’re
a data led, technology business - it informs all of our
decision making not only on the campaigns but on the
tech roadmap for the platform itself.
The Influence Network Way
With transparency at the forefront, we utilise our cutting
edge AI algorithm, custom-built platform and campaign
data to enable agencies and brands to scale Influencer
Marketing programs on any platform, in any language,
in any territory. It’s why we work with global agencies to
deliver campaigns for household brand names and PLCs,
helping them to:

1.

Identify and work with diverse ranges of brand aligned
Nano, Micro, Mid-Tier, Macro and Super Influencers
from the entire social web.

2. Rapidly deploy and manage Multi-Level Influencer
Marketing Campaigns at unprecedented scale.
3. Drive better, trackable engagement and ROI than any
other agency or technology.
We’re Influence Network, the technology partner of choice
for large scale agency and brand influencer marketing
programs.
Get in touch on:
info@influence.network or 0203 918 8582
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